
BIFACIAL PHOTOVOLTAICS
Filters light on roof deck 

INDOOR/OUTDOOR
COMMUNITY SPACE

Expands living spaces
and shares resources

ON-SITE DAYCARE
Enables car-free living

and doubles as community
and events center in evenings

OPERABLE SHADES
Provide privacy but

 allow eyes on the street
 and connection to outdoor

community spaces

NATURAL PLANTINGS
Connect people to 
local ecosystems, provide
living space for non-human
inhabitants and areas
for play + learning
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OPERABLE LOUVERS
- residents control solar exposure

to their apartments
- exterior shading stops unwanted heat gain

- planting cools air as it enters the space

PUBLIC CIRCULATION PRIVACY
- residents can choose how much they engage in public life
- louvers and vegetation allow control over visual access to
  the most public spaces within the unit (kitchen & dining)
- shade tolerant planting allows for a connection to nature
  even within each unit

DAYLIGHT DRIVEN LAYOUT
- single loaded circulation allows daylight

  to enter from both sides of the unit
- program with daylight needs are located

  against facades with windows
- darkest zone reserved for storage,

  shafts, and services

ENERGY RECOVERY VENTILATOR
- used to supplement radiant heating

  on the coldest of winter days
- provides fresh air to living room and bedrooms

  while retaining heat

FIXED VERTICAL SHADES
- vary in depth based on solar orientation

- provide solar protection from harsh sun angles

OPERABLE TRANSOM WINDOWS
- transom windows above doors allow

for separate control of privacy
and themal comfort

- the hottest air gets pushed out
first due to the window’s

vertical placement at the ceiling

INTERIOR TRANSOM WINDOWS
- transom windows near the ceiling allow

  natural light to enter interior spaces
  without sacrificing privacy

- non-operable for acoustic and
  air quality control
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WINTER SUN
Admitted and direct

gain used as heat source

SUMMER SUN
Blocked when
direct gain not

needed
SUMMER/

COOLING CONDITION

WINTER/
HEATING CONDITION

SOLAR THERMAL PANELS
Preheat domestic hot water loop NIGHT FLUSH

Ventilation as backup
to natural ventilation

HEAT RECOVERY 
VENTILATION
With intake preheat from waste
heat at back of solar panels

HIGHLY INSULATED
ENVELOPE

R-30 wall insulation
and R-60 roof insulation

reduces heat loss

HYDRONIC HEAT
Radiant panels and 

convectors supply the
minimal amount of 
heat required from

shared domestic hot
water loop - 

 utilizing water as
 a means to efficiently

 transfer heat from
centralized air to

 water heat pump

WATER
CONSERVATION

Rainwater collection
for greywater reuse and

on-site stormwater
treatment / infiltraion
because it’s California

THERMAL MASS
Moderates temperature
over day/night cycle

LOUVERED 
OPERABLE SHADING
User operated shading
eliminates need for 
mechanical cooling

NATURAL VENTILATION 
Single loaded corridor 
allows for cross ventilation

NATURAL VENTILATION 
Supplimented by mini-split 
heat pump for retail 
and daycare cooling needs

DISTRICT SYSTEM
Hydronic system allows
future connection to
cooling dominated building

SHARED FACILITIES
Remove large load appliances
from living space and provide 
community interaction

OPEN SPACE
Allows occupants
to inhabit outdoor space,
reducing energy use indoors

   In natural ecosystems, balance of resource flows 
is critical to livelihood. For Architecture at Zero, 
energy balance is the focus, though it is just one 
component of any project striving for sustainabil-
ity. It is not just doing less harm to the environ-
ment, but seeking to restore and enhance its 
diversity, vibrancy, and equity at all levels in order 
to support all life. Flourish strives to create a 
holistic framework for living that promotes 
individual physical and emotional health as well as 
collective social community.
 

   An energy balance is reached through building 
forms driven by the elements, and optimized by 
its inhabitants connecting to their place. Internal 
systems and the energy used by them depend 
on the performance of the skin - the building’s 
overall ability to regulate itself relative to solar 
input. A single-loaded unit layout allows for 
equitable access to solar exposure, views to the 
outdoors, daylight penetration, and natural 
ventilation. Human occupants also become an 
active part of the overall ecosystem. Besides 

having the ability to control their personal comfort 
through passive building systems, they have the 
opportunity to utilize a variety of common areas as a 
way to share resources and build community outside 
of their individual unit. Intertwining circulation paths 
guide the inhabitants through a series of public and 
private multi-functional spaces that allow them to 
interact with others and reconnect with nature.

ELEMENTAL ACCESS
EQUITABLE RESOURCES

FLOURISH

FLOURISH

2014ELEMENTAL ACCESS
EQUITABLE RESOURCES

ENERGY CONSERVATION MEASURES
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DOMESTIC HOT WATER HEAT PUMP
ELIMINATE COOLING

EFFICIENT LIGHTING

4.63

2.90 2.78 2.64 2.55 ENERGY STAR APPLIANCES
ADD’L WALL/ROOF INSULATION

DAYLIGHTING CONTROLS
ENERGY RECOVERY VENTILATION

PLUG KILLSWITCH
WINDOW TO WALL OPTIMIZATION

EXT. LIGHTING CONTROLS
FIXED SHADING

OPERABLE SHADING

DRAINWATER HEAT RECOVERY
WINDOW SELECTION

2.47

1.16
.92

.69 .56 .45
.21 .16 -.34 -.84

LOW FLOW FIXTURES

STANDARD SOLAR 
PANELS (PV/HOT WATER)

TRANSPARENT PV PANELS

SOLAR ENERGY COVERAGE

OCCUPIABLE LANDSCAPE 
& COMMON AREAS

INDOOR/OUTDOOR 
MULTI-PURPOSE

ROOM

AFFORDABLE 
HOUSING

GREEN ROOF

OPEN AIR MARKET AND 
PLAZA

PUBLIC GARDENS

PEDESTRIAN PROMENADE

ROOFTOP LOUNGE AND 
GARDENS

SHARED GREEN ROOF

PRIVATE
SEMI-PRIVATE

PUBLIC

COMMUNITY 
GARDEN

PUBLIC PARK

RETAIL/SHOP 
SPACE

DAYCARE CENTER

ACCESS TO 
EXISTING HOUSING

EXISTING PARK

ENCLOSED 
MARKET BELOW

OPEN AIR 
MARKET ABOVE

 PARKING 
GARAGE

UNDERGROUND 
PARKING
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COMMUNITY PROGRAM AND CIRCULATION
GROUND LEVEL PLAN
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PARCEL 2

PARCEL 1

45º CUTOFF ANGLE
At operable shading panel

WINDOWS
Suspended film provides
3x glazing like insulation

U=.19 SHGC=.55
WALLS/ROOF

Walls R=30
Roof R=60

4’ HORIZONTAL
Fixed louver

0º CUTOFF ANGLE
At operable shading

2’ HORIZONTAL
Fixed louver

18” VERTICAL
Fixed louver

10” VERTICAL
Fixed louver


